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SUB-PICOSECOND PROXIMITY-FOCUSED ‘JIsIBLE STREAK CAMERA EVALUATION AND APPLICATION

Albert J. Lieber, H. Dean Sutphin, Ronald C. tiyer,
John S. McGurn, and Kenneth R. Winn

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, N.M. 87545

Abstract

Several years ago a new era in streak cameras began with ‘;heintroduction of an x-ray
sensitive proximity-focused streak tube. This device displayed better than 3 ps resolution
and a large dynamic range, makinq it a fundamental laser-flusion diagnostic. The new tube
is based upon parallel-photoelectron trajectories, rather than cross-over o.”pinhole
electron optics used in virtually all other streak tubes. This eliminates a host of
problems due to space charge buildup effects at tne electron pinhole such as low dynamic
resolution, limited dynamir range and unpredictable instrumer.tal field distortion. In the

old tube instrumental errors are related to distribution of phGtocathode illumination in
picosecond temporal application.

Recently a vis.Dle variant of the proximity-focused tube dcsi$r has been constricted.
This camera displays all the advantages of its predecessor including high sensitivity,
large dynamic range and a flat format making it ideal far diqitdl readout. In addition,
picosecond streaks OF high statistical quality indicate the desiqn limit has yet to be
reached. The new camera has already uncovered laser oscillator problems provi:lq ics
utility as a basic laser diagnostic. Uslnq this new “?hoton micrometer”, a myriad of n~~
optical techniques such as hign-accuracy three dimensional imaging are now possible.

Introduction

Streak camera temporal resolution beqan to be pressed to design limits by the introduc-
tion of lasers capable of producinq picosecond pulses and ex~eriments associated with ti~’se
devices. Over the past two decades virtually 111 streak ca?cras have Used a st~”~ak t~be
based upon cross-over or electron pinhole optics. :hrouqh th(~‘;ears this tube has bcc’n
upgraded by the addition of extr~ction qrids, special phot{~cztilodes,and the USe of f~ll(~’-’-
on amplifiers. However, wnen pressed to the temporal limits :< true picosecond rcsoiuticn
for x-ray laser-fusion experiments and simple laser diagnostics, the electron optics pre-
cludes production of high-resolution pic{>second strc~ks O-.’c:a wide ranqc of input siqn~l?..
In laser-fusion applications, instabilities of less than 2 ;~coseconds require ar?x-r~y
streak camera with at least this resol.]tion befurc such instabilities can be measured a:ici
corrected. For visible recording sub-;)icosecond lasers rcq’ui~c similar tempol-al resolution
over a wide dynamic range to be a practical laboratory diacncstic.

For these reasons ~ new type of streak tube h~s~cl uporI tkc plarlar int.cnsiflcr tiaS
developed and opened a new era in streak camer~ recording. Tk.c tube is cle[)ict(ldschPrrlaLic.3l-
ly in Pigure 1. Complicatirrns present in the old design duc to lens etfects and ext.ract.it:)

Fig. 1. Schematic of planar streak tube. Pdrallel electron henrn
optics is USC13 LL (Ycnduct I)hoto(’luctrc)n[rornc,lthoclcto
phosphor. RcTsnl(l,itjnis beum intL,nsi.t.y indc})~!ndcnk dl)[i
maintained by :>rc~simiLy [ocllsinq.
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grids are not present since grids are not employed. Resolution problems ~ “e to space
buildup at the electron pinhole are eliminated since cross-over electron cptics is not
used and tt.ereis no pinhole. Unpredictable instrurneatal errors present at picosecond
and sub-picosecond resolution due to photocathode illumination effectinq distortion are
eliminated. A larqe dy,lamic range in excess of soox is inhezent in this type of device
because basically one can deflect and conduct a much larger peak photoelectron current
in a sheet rather than one can “pour” through a pinlmle.

Experimental. Results

The planar streak tube has proved itself as an x-ray laser-fusion diagnostic. It is
the only camera capable of yielding better than 3 ps resolution over a wide range of
1-5 keV x-ray intensities. Recently the visible design derivative was introduced. It
too has shown all the advantages generic to this type of tube. The planar visible streak
tube was first test.zdusing a 30 ps Nd:YAG laser. For initial tests an etalon was use~
to delay optically part of the beam b!!7 ps. Densitometer traces of the streaks are
shown in Figure 2. For these tests ar!.nverse sweep rate of 6-7 ps/mm was used. Sore

Fig. 2. Dcnritomctcr traces of two traces from .I30 ps
Nd:YAC laser which arc ol)tically dul~]yl’dfrom
each other by 7 ps. For Lhcsc mcas[.rl~mcnt.s:ln
inverse sweep velocity of 6-7 psirnmw,~s used.
The superior conduction of thr sLrc,lk Lubt?

produces traces of high st,~tistic.tlt[u.llity
which in turn yield smooth clcnsitc>mrtcrprn-
files.

fine structurt~in the beams 1s .~pparcnt nvar thc~pulse m(lximum. Ln Fiqurc 3 p~lrtially
silvered mirrors were USCLJto measure not:only swe(:pvelocity but :llso (lyn~rnic I-a:lqc. I1!
this case t-heinv{~r!~~sw(v:})v(,lc)cityw(,s run at 4.6 ~)s;’mm. From Lhcsu (1.1t.1:1clyn.lmic] lll(JuI
of great.crthan 100X and instrurnontnl rcsolll!:ionof 1-2 ps is evident. ‘1’llQGc?dd~d impl}’
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Fig. 3. Three beam intensity cnd timinq study. For
these studies a 4.6 and 8 ps~mm invcr~v sweel.
rate was used. Camera resolution for Lh(:4.()
ps/mm rate ].s1-2 ps. streak convcr(]t;:lc~,LS dUt’

to field distortion in the l>rototyp~.tube since
the deflection plates structure is only CI)C cm
wide and has been corrcct(!d in lat(~rmo(Jcls to
be absolutely linea~ and flat.

the camera will easily be cJpablc 01”sub-picosecond resolution with high statistical
quality streaks without pressing Lhc dcsiqn limitations.

In Figure 4 typical l,~scr icaturcs are shuwr.. The switched out pulses and Popkels cull
blecdthrouqh are appdrcnt in a sinqlc exposure. Since the extinction rntio of this }),lr-
ticular Pockcls CC1,L is t~uotcclas 8UOX this confirms a dyn.ntnic ranac in C.XCCSS of 500S,
The increase in width of tllctr~ccs is duc LO film burnout (lr)dnot duu to the opLics 01”
the tube. Figure 5 shows some typical shots with the Nd:YA(: la::cr. It is noted that
for shots of 10 mJ cncrqy or lCSS a much S1OWCL- risetlmc is cnccuntcrcd than for shots
above 12 mJ.

To measure the dynamic ranqc and maximum rc::olution capability of this now laser di~(;-
nostic, a much [aster ltlscr w.~~ necclcci. A qlas!; laser of ~]~proximaLely 4 [Jspulse dur~]-
t.ion is now being USCCI Lc)qcthcrwith (lnetalon systcm to determine these parameters. lie-
suits from this study will be ~)rescntcd at a later date.
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Fig. 4. Switched out. laser pulse and switch
bleedthrough are apparent in onc
exposure.

Fig. 5. Pulse profile study of a 30 ps Nd:YAG laser
as a funcl-ion of laser mcrqy. wlc lCIW~~
energl- shots dj.iali!y.=zl=-tic.,~s~!clm~?.
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